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ABSTRACT
Fluids are critical components in both the formation and the preservation of many ore deposits. As a consequence,
characterizing the origin, composition, evolution, and timing offluids in the environs of ore deposits should be a
pr er e q ui s ite for for mul at i ng efe c t iv e ge net i c and expl or at i on m o del s.

The Athabasca Basin in Saskatchewan hosts several significant unconformity-type uranium deposits thatformed
from specific fluids (namely, evolved basinal brines and reduced basement fluids) at specific times (namely 1400 Ma
and 900 Ma) in the geologic evolution of the basin. Isotopic, geochemical, fluid inclusion, and geologig data
indicote that these deposltsformedfrom the interaction of oxidized, uraniferous basinal brines with either reduced
basement lithologies or with reducing, Ni-Co-As-Fefluids that issuedfrom the bqsement. Simple-type deposils, in
which metals otder than uranium are only sparsely abundant, formfrom theformer process; whereas, complex-type
deposits, which contain Co-Ni arsensides, formfrom mixing between basinql and geochemically-diverse basement

fliids. Iron is the major reductant in both processes, and graphite plays a structural, rather than geochemical, role.
-The 

high rare-earth element (kEE) conteits of unconformity-type deposits and the general lack of detrital zircon
and apatite in the basin indicate that the major source of uranium and REEs in the deposits is most likelyfrom
qlteration of detrital zircons andfluorapatites which released the REEs asfluoride complexes, althoughvariable
amounts of REEs, as well as occbsional Au and PGEs, were in the basementfluids. The same structures that served
to focus fluid-basement interactions have also served qs conduits for much later fluid events involving low-
temperature, meteoric waters that variably remobilized previous high-grade uranium mineralization.
Characterizing potential areas where mineralizingfluids or extensive laterfluid events have occurred not only is on
indication of the prospectivity, but also can be used to model the environmental efects offluids on uranium mining
in general.

Lode-gold deposits in Saskatchewan have alsoformedfrom specificfluids at specific times, but laterfluid events
may have had q more significant efect on their grade and character. Ar-Ar agesfrom muscwite, biotite, or
hornblende paragenetically associated with the gold in several deposits are identical to ages from these minerals
far.fro* any A, mineralization, indicating that the structures that host the deposit are relatively old, whereqs the
gold in its present setting is younger, most lil<ely remobilizedfrom previous gold mineralization. The stable isotopic
and chemical compositions of minerals paragenetically equivalent to the gold are consistent with derivation of the
deposits in their present form from "metamorphic" fluids, which are really surficial fluids, buried to significant
depths, ond subsequently released during dehydration reqctions. In some areas, those quartz veins thqt host gold
mineralization have distinct chemical and isotopic compositions, which can be used to guide exploration, prwided
geologic ond tectonic data qre also integrated.
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